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Public Reporting about Sweatshops: Media Portrayal of Social Performance and 

Associated Impacts on Financial Performance  

Abstract 

Drawing on constructionist theory and stock market event analysis, this two-part study examines 
how the media portrayed three public reporting events initiated by the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA) and the subsequent impacts on financial performance of the reported firms and the 
broader industry.  Media coverage was quite limited but generally favorable across all three 
events.  Coverage of the first report was heavily reliant on claims made by the FLA and its 
spokespersons and included extensive detail about labor violations found by monitors. Counter-
claims brought question to the FLA’s efforts.  There was no significant change in abnormal rate 
of return for the industry.  However, increases in systematic risk and decreases in unsystematic 
risk for industry-wide valuation of firms suggest that the market found useful the information 
provided in the FLA’s report and the subsequent media coverage.  Media coverage associated 
with the FLA’s accreditation of Reebok’s labor compliance program was limited.  Mixed 
financial findings (an industry-wide drop in valuation and a significant decline in Reebok’s 
abnormal rate of return) or probably due to differences in aggregation.  Coverage of the second 
report acknowledged corporate accountability and the FLA’s successes. Decreased media 
attention suggests that many reporters may have  a bias towards reporting the “shocking” and 
“scandalous” news associated with major brands, and may be less interested in covering the 
“clean-up” and “do-good” work that is on-going.  Like with the first report, no change was seen 
in abnormal rate of return for the industry in the 10-day period following this particular 
announcement. Further research is needed to determine whether improvements in individual firm 
performance over time indicate the longer term benefits of involvement in the FLA.  We also 
question whether the underlying purpose of the public reports, i.e., to provide consumers and 
shareholders with tools to make responsible buying is being short-changed with the coverage 
provided. 
 

Introduction 

In June of 2003 the Fair Labor Association (FLA) published a detailed report about 

sweatshop conditions in the factories of seven well-known apparel and footwear businesses.  

Allowing the public report and detailed data on factory inspections to be disseminated through 

the Internet was a pioneering effort in disclosure of social performance by the corporations 

involved.  This level of transparency about the conditions in global factories raised the bar for 

corporate social responsibility in the apparel industry at the same time that it put the participating 

companies’ brands at risk of a tarnished image.  Waddock (2004) contends that despite a variety 
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of emerging initiatives in corporate accountability, “continued activism and public pressure” will 

be required to expand it broadly.  Yet, widespread media coverage associated with these 

activities has the potential to decrease voluntary participation in such initiatives, especially if it 

diminishes financial performance.  The small number of companies participating in the FLA or 

other forms of third-party public reporting on company labor practices suggests that many 

businesses are concerned about risking their images by publicly disclosing the extensive issues 

they face in the workplace.  

In this two-part study we examine how the media portrayed the disclosure of the social 

performance of several businesses participating in the FLA and how their participation affected 

the companies’ financial performance.  We start with an overview of sweatshop stories covered 

by the press in the last decade, and provide background information about the FLA and the 

release of its public documents.  We then present the conceptual frameworks and findings for the 

two parts of this study.  In part 1 we use theory in social constructionism and claims-making to 

analyze how the media covered three events initiated by the FLA, including the issuance of the 

organization’s first annual public report; the accreditation of one participating company’s 

compliance program; and the issuance of a second public report.   In part 2 we examine the 

apparent impacts the media coverage of these firms’ social performance had on their financial 

performance.  We close by discussing the findings and considering their implications for 

expanded apparel industry accountability with regard to labor compliance and workplace 

conditions.  Our goal is to understand the positive and negative outcomes of these companies’ 

voluntary participation in the FLA’s corporate accountability initiative.  

Background  

Labor Issues in the Apparel and Footwear Industries 
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Sweatshop stories have been making headlines for more than a decade, several garnering 

extensive media coverage.  Kathie Lee Gifford and the news coverage of the sweatshops in the 

US and Central America, where her apparel line sold by Wal-Mart was produced, brought the 

issue to light for many Americans in 1996 and 1997 (Associated Press, 1997).  Later in the 1990s, 

the story of child laborers hand stitching soccer balls for major sportswear producers drew public 

outcry (Rao, 1997), while reports from labor groups, such as the National Labor Committee, 

exposed exploitative conditions in major brands’ subcontracted facilities in China (Bourbeau, 

1998).  In the Saipan case, two federal class action lawsuits were filed against 18 major labels 

producing in the US territory of Saipan on behalf of 50,000 workers, who alleged that they were 

producing branded goods in sweatshop conditions (Branigin, 1999; Reuters, 2000).  

The media coverage of sweatshops has continued in the new millennium. In the fall of 

2003, Sean “P. Diddy” Combs’ apparel line, Sean John, made headlines when workers from a 

Honduran factory alleged that they produced the trendy wear in sweatshop conditions (Garcia & 

Powell, 2003).   Likewise, the Los Angeles-based company, Forever 21, was the subject of 

numerous articles during a three-year lawsuit and boycott, which focused on charges of 

substandard conditions in factories where the company produced.  The lawsuit and boycott were 

settled in December 2004 (Earnest, 2004).   

Many who have observed continuing workplace violations over the past decade believe 

transparency is the missing link to changing workplaces internationally.  They consider that with 

increased access to reliable and consistent information about factories and the brands that use 

them, consumers can use their buying power to hold companies accountable for improving 

workplace conditions (Maitland & Murray, 2004; Merrick, 2004).  In 2003, the FLA began to 

make this type of information publicly available.  
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Fair Labor Association 

The FLA evolved out of the White House Apparel Industry Partnership (AIP), which was 

established in 1996 by the Clinton Administration in hopes of using the influence of companies, 

government and civil society to address sweatshop issues internationally (Greenhouse, 1997).  

After three years of divisive negotiations and the pull-out of unions and some NGOs from the 

initiative, the FLA was established in 1999 to monitor the FLA Code of Conduct in factories 

where participating companies and university licensees produced (Greenhouse, 1998; Green, 

1998).   

The FLA is multi-stakeholder in character, with representatives of six companies, six 

NGOs, and three universities on the Board.  Since 1999, the organization has grown to include 

185 US and Canadian universities, 15 participating companies, more than 2,000 licensees,1 and a 

broad array of NGO partners worldwide.  During that time, the organization has also undergone 

considerable overhauls in order to become more independent and credible in response to 

criticisms from unions and other labor groups.  In 2002, the FLA Charter was amended to 

provide that accredited monitors were to be selected and paid by the FLA staff; monitoring visits 

were to be unannounced to companies and factories; and all results were to be made public on 

the FLA’s website.2  These changes were welcomed by many in the labor community, who 

called on other companies and multi-stakeholder groups to make similar improvements (Maquila 

Solidarity Network, 2003).  Perhaps most significant among these changes were the provisions 

for public reporting at the factory and brand level.  Information about companies’ compliance 

records is an essential component of an accountability model that relies on the buying decisions 

of educated consumers to improve working conditions worldwide.   

                                                 
1 For more information about FLA Licensees, visit http://www.fairlabor.org/all/licensees/about.html.  
2 The FLA Charter can be accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/about/charter.html.  

http://www.fairlabor.org/all/licensees/about.html
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/about/charter.html
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On June 4 2003, the FLA released its first Public Report, describing the compliance 

programs of seven participating companies (i.e. adidas, Eddie Bauer, Levis, Liz Claiborne, Nike, 

Phillips-Van Heusen, and Reebok). 3 It also released approximately 50 “factory tracking charts,”4 

which provided detailed accounts of factory noncompliance with the FLA Code of Conduct and 

ensuing brand remediation for a portion of the monitoring that had been undertaken in the FLA’s 

first year of independent external monitoring.5  Because the release was unprecedented, it was 

not clear whether the companies included in the report would be criticized for the reported 

violations or celebrated for their transparency and efforts to improve.  The media coverage from 

this event is analyzed in this study.      

A second event of interest in this study occurred on April 29 2004, when Reebok 

footwear’s labor compliance program was the first program to receive FLA accreditation.6  By 

achieving this status, the footwear program had proven that it had fulfilled the specific 

requirements laid out by the FLA for companies to improve workplace conditions.  While the 

FLA acknowledged that Reebok footwear could improve further, accrediting the program was 

intended as a tool for consumers seeking to buy responsibly.7  In 2004, Reebok footwear was the 

only program that had reached the end of its two-year “initial implementation period.”  All of the 

other FLA companies, including Reebok apparel, had opted for three year periods to implement 

                                                 
3 The first FLA Public Report can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/charts_2002/Public%20Report%20Y1.pdf.  Information was also provided 
about Levi Strauss who left the FLA during 2003. 
4 Year One factory tracking charts can be accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/charts2002.html.  
5 The FLA defines independent monitoring as “a monitoring visit that is undertaken by an FLA-accredited monitor 
to assess and report on the status of factory compliance with the FLA Code and Obligations of Companies. The visit 
is not announced in advance to either the company or the factory, and is conducted by a monitor that is selected and 
paid for by the FLA. Required components of independent external monitoring include: gathering information from 
local sources, confidential worker interviews, management interviews, records review, visual inspection, and 
analysis and reporting.” http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/glossary.html 
6 The FLA press release on the day of the announcement can be accessed at: 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/news/docs/PRelease_FLA_accredits_Reebok_footwear_program_4.29.04.pdf
7 The public report section dedicated to Reebok’s accreditation can be accessed at: 
http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/companies/participating/footwear_reeb.html  

http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/charts_2002/Public Report Y1.pdf
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/charts2002.html
http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/glossary.html
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/news/docs/PRelease_FLA_accredits_Reebok_footwear_program_4.29.04.pdf
http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/companies/participating/footwear_reeb.html
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their internal compliance program, so they will be considered for accreditation in ensuing years.  

The accreditation received some press attention, which is discussed in greater detail below.   

The Year Two Public Report sought to improve upon the first year’s report.  Launched on 

August 19 2004, the report covered a greater number of companies (i.e.10 FLA Participating 

Companies and 15 smaller companies that manufacture for university licensed programs); and 

included case studies of FLA third party complaints, an “in-focus” feature dealing with freedom 

of association, and a more in-depth aggregate section of FLA noncompliance findings.8  

Likewise, the Year Two tracking charts covered all independent monitoring visits made by FLA 

monitors during that year.9  They were posted over the course of the year as the information 

became available.  Part 1 of our study examines the content of the media coverage following the 

release of the FLA’s first and second annual reports in 2003 and 2004, and the announcement of 

the FLA’s accreditation of Reebok’s labor compliance program.   

Part 1—Media Coverage of FLA Public Reporting 

Conceptual Framework for Part 1 

Part 1 of our study rests on the framework of constructionism, which suggests that 

knowledge, or categories of understanding, is the product of social forces (Berger & Luckman, 

1966). In other words, knowledge is socially constructed through interactions, socialization, and 

shared meaning.  Gamson and Modigliani (1989) state that “media discourse is part of the 

process by which individuals construct meaning” (p. 2). One area of study among scholars of 

constructionism is how an issue is constructed as a social problem and how perceptions of reality 

about the issue become shared.  According to Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993), constructionists focus 

                                                 
8  The FLA Year Two Public Report can be accessed at http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/  
9 The FLA Year Two factory tracking charts can be accessed at 
http://www.fairlabor.org/all/transparency/reports.html#charts
 

http://www.fairlabor.org/2004report/
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upon claims-making, the process of making assertions or grievances about an issue, as a means 

for exploring the construction of a social problem (Spector & Kitsuse, 1977).  Best (1987) states 

that many constructionist researchers focus more on the process of claims-making than on the 

claims themselves.   He explains that problems “should be seen in terms of rhetoric—part of the 

claims-makers’ efforts to persuade” (p. 101) since “claims-makers inevitably hope to persuade” 

(p. 102). 

Primary claims-makers are those who have direct knowledge about a social issue; they 

make claims about the issue so as to increase public awareness and perhaps bring about change 

in related policies and practices (Best, 1989).  As such, the FLA and associated “experts” are 

examples of primary claims-makers.  Primary claims-makers, however, are often dependent on 

news media coverage to build public awareness about the condition (Best, 1989).  The news 

media act as gatekeepers to the information that is shared widely with the public (Best, 1987).  

However, the media do not just restate the claims of primary claims-makers, they transform them 

as they share them with a larger audience.  When preparing their stories, the news media draws 

on an expanded set of information and their interpretations or frames of view (Gamson & 

Modigliani, 1989).  Thus, the news media are considered to be secondary claims-makers (Best, 

1989).   

Patterns can be seen in how the media transform primary claims-makers’ claims (Best, 

1989).  For example, the FLA has made primary claims with its public reports and tracking 

charts.  Similar claims have been made by other primary claims-makers (e.g., those interviewed 

in the news articles, including participating company executives; FLA spokespersons; board 

members).  The media, as secondary claims-makers, may have transformed these original 

messages in some ways.  Additionally, the media sometimes incorporate interviews with other 
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primary claims-makers (e.g., labor activists) whose claims may either support the initial claims 

of the FLA or serve as counter-claims bringing question to the original message.  Best (1989) has 

urged study of how the news media “select, combine, and otherwise adapt elements of claims” (p. 

278).  He goes on to say that “The rhetorics of primary claims-makers and the media may 

overlap, but they are not the same . . . . The differences deserve our attention” (Best, 1989, p. 

278).  The research of Best (1987), O’Neal (1997), and Paff-Ogle et al. (2003), support that these 

differences indeed exist.  If secondary claims-makers claims substantially differ from those of 

the primary claims-makers, the media may, as Paff-Ogle et al. (2003) claim, “have shortchanged 

the discussion of an opportunity for ‘real’ social change” (p. 25).  The influence of information 

shared by primary claims-makers and the subsequent impact of news media on perceptions of 

social issues may be critical; a body of evidence indicates that media claims shape public policy 

(Paff-Ogle et al., 2003).   

Aspects of news media stories that have been examined in previous studies include form, 

content, explanations, and solutions. Examples of specific research topics include investigation 

of the form and content of the news stories, explanations made about the social problem, and 

solutions that are put forth in the stories. 

Form of the news stories.  Studies have examined what sort of introduction is used (Best, 

1989).  Best (1987) suggests that “opening with an emotionally-riveting ‘grabber’ is a standard 

journalistic technique” (p. 106).   Other research has examined what types of people are 

interviewed and how the information they present varies (Best, 1989).  Paff-Ogle et al. (2003) 

compare the claims of primary and secondary claims-makers and consider the possible motives 

of each.    
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Content of the news stories.  The various ways that the social problem is “typified” or 

categorized (i.e., how it is described--what it is, what it is not) can be considered.  Best (1989) 

claims that this is where claims-makers “present their strongest case” and deal with 

counterclaims.10  Various themes showing these typifications or claims are identified through 

coding/grounded theory and are discussed using examples from the news stories (Best, 1989; 

Paff-Ogle et al., 2003; O’Neal, 1997).  Researchers sometimes examine how claims change 

through time (Paff-Ogle et al.,2003), or how claims made by primary claims-makers differ from 

those made by secondary claims-makers (O’Neal, 1997).   Additionally, opposing views about 

the problem can be included (Best, 1989).    

Statistics are often used to show how “big” the problem is, and thus, how much it 

demands attention from the public (Best, 1987, 1989).  The statistics often originate from 

primary claims-makers wanting to draw attention to the problem (Best, 1989).  They might 

include how many people are impacted, the extent the problem is growing, and its range or 

pervasiveness (Best, 1987). 

Explanations included.  Explanations about why the social condition exists are 

sometimes included, but have been found to be simplistic, and as a result are given little attention 

as compared with description of the problem (Best, 1989).  The various explanations can be 

grouped and discussed as themes, as are typifications/claims (Best, 1989; Paff-Ogle et al., 2003; 

O’Neal, 1997), though sometimes explanations are not clearly distinguished from the content of 

claims (i.e., O’Neal, 1997).   

Solutions included.  A final research topic might address how the problem can be dealt 

with.  This is what Best (1987) refers to as “conclusions” in which claims-makers’ agendas or 

                                                 
10 For example, “pro-life advocates portray sexually reckless women who callously choose abortion for 
convenience, while pro-choice supporters insist that pregnant victims of rape and incest must have access to abortion 
services.” (Best, 1989, p. 269).   
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what claims-makers want to see happen in response to the problem are described.  Best (1989) 

reports that solutions are often given little attention as compared to descriptions of the problem.   

Methods for Part 1 

We analyzed primary and secondary claims presented by the media with regard to the 

social performance of FLA firms that were reported around three events:  the issuance of the 

organization’s first public report on January 4 2003, a report about the FLA’s accreditation of 

Reebok’s footwear compliance program that was released April 29 2004, and the issuance of the 

FLA’s second public report on August 19 2004.   

We used Lexis-Nexis and web search engines to identify news stories (e.g., hard new 

stories, feature reports, syndicated press, and web-based stories) addressing the FLA’s first (n= 

18 stories) and second public reports (n= 8), as well as the news about Reebok’s certification by 

the FLA (n=7).  Three researchers then used grounded theory techniques to identify themes in 

the content of the claims (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  Through open coding, 22 conceptual 

categories were identified.  The news stories were then coded paragraph by paragraph, and in 

some cases by smaller phrases, to capture the frequency with which various “typifications” were 

used in the news stories.  Frequencies of mention for each coding category are provided for the 

stories associated with each public release of information.  Frequencies of mention by type of 

claims-maker (e.g., primary or secondary) was also tracked.    

Claims-Making with the First Public Report 

The most frequently mentioned themes for typifying the situation presented in the first 

public report included basic news about the FLA, details of violations and the connection of 

those to historical events, public accountability or the extent of transparency seen with the 
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release of information, and an assessment of the FLA’s effectiveness.  Many additional themes 

were also incorporated into the news stories, but at less frequent rates. 

Basic news about the FLA.  Providing the reader with a basic understanding of the FLA 

and its work was a dominating theme in media coverage of the first public report (see Table 1).  

Reporters most often incorporated basic news about the FLA directly from the report and did not 

transform or re-interpret the information.  For example, early coverage from the Financial Times 

explained that  

“The companies are members of the US-based Fair Labor Association, a three-year-old 

coalition including human rights, labour rights, consumer groups and 179 colleges and 

universities.” 

Occasionally reporters sought out additional information to share about the FLA that was not 

included in the report, such as the role the Clinton administration had in founding the FLA’s 

predecessor, the AIP. 

--------- 

Insert Table 1 about here 

--------- 

Details of violations, sometimes historical.  Reporters made frequent use of materials 

from the FLA’s tracking charts that detailed violations to the FLA’s code of conduct found by 

factory monitors.  Interestingly, these details were infrequently used as opening statements in 

articles, rather they were more likely to follow basic information about the FLA or an assessment 

of the new transparency afforded with the public reports.  For example, a reporter for the 

Chronicle of Higher Education laid out basic information about the FLA over four paragraphs, 

and drew in primary claims about the new level of transparency, before explaining that,  
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“Among the association’s findings: In Thailand, monitors reported that workers at a 

factory making Reebok gear were being underpaid.”  

Perhaps to bolster the FLA’s reports of violations, or to trigger the public outrage that was 

initially sparked in response to stories of garment industry sweatshop abuses, reporters 

sometimes referenced the “old” news that first made the public aware of these problems.  For 

example, in a story issued by the AFX Global Ethics Monitor, the reporter reminded readers that 

the FLA’s initial inception as the AIP stemmed from the 1990s’ 

 “. . . public scandals over working conditions at the clothing line of television personality 

Kathy Lee Gifford.” 

Transparency.  Both the media and the FLA asserted that the public release of data was 

groundbreaking.  For example, one FLA spokesperson claimed that, 

“This marks a breakthrough in corporate accountability to the public.” 

Likewise, a Financial Times reporter claimed that  

“What is remarkable is that [details of violations] have been documented and made 

public on the Internet with the active cooperation of the [companies].” 

Yet, as frequently as secondary claims supported the display of transparency, reporters inserted 

counter-claims of their own or of other primary claims-making experts (see Table 2 for a 

breakout of types of primary claims-makers).  A common complaint regarded the extent that the 

FLA’s public report was fully transparent.  For example, a labor activist commented on the 

FLA’s, 

“. . . refusal to release the names and addresses of individual factories where monitoring 

was conducted.” 

Likewise, in an editorial posted on Just-style.com, the reporter claimed that, 
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“If there are any serious flaws in the report then the main one must be that the names and 

locations of factories surveyed has not been disclosed.” 

--------- 

Insert Table 2 about here 

--------- 

Assessment of FLA effectiveness.  The media frequently included FLA claims that its 

work/approach is achieving positive results and reporters’ own views sometimes supported these 

claims.  For example, a spokesperson for the FLA claimed that 

“. . . working together, companies and critics have taken a big step beyond talking about 

social responsibility and are starting to get the facts into public view” 

 In a secondary claim, a writer for ISHAREOWNER.com concurred, saying that 

“These tracking charts, together with the report, represent the most in-depth look into the 

positive and negative labor practices of the apparel and footwear industry afforded to the 

general public.” 

However, here again, in secondary claims-making reporters countered the positive assessments 

of the FLA’s work indicating, for example, that, 

“. . . while voluntary standards are a start, self-policing does not go far enough, as 

illustrated by a report released yesterday that detailed cases in which workers in overseas 

factories were overworked and underpaid, were prevented from unionizing or suffered 

other workplace indignities.” 

Additional themes.  While the previously discussed themes most frequently typified 

claims-making about the FLA’s first public report, the media, and to a certain extent the FLA, 
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somewhat frequently connected the report to public/consumer pressure, noting that the violations 

reported,  

“. . . just might act as a wake-up call for consumers.”   

Additionally, both the FLA and the media brought up the efforts that corporations were making 

to engage with workers and factory management through a partnership approach, the extent that 

corporations were taking responsibility for the workplace, the fairly pervasive problems that 

continued in most factories and the industry itself, and details about the factory monitoring 

procedures used by the FLA.   

Ironically, in what would end up being the last story of the FLA’s first public report, a 

reporter for Business Week had his say about the FLA.  After 1) linking the public report to a 

decade of sweatshop activism, 2) taking an anti-corporation view that skeptically viewed firms’ 

interests in taking responsibility for labor conditions, and 3) questioning the FLA’s monitoring 

practices and why the first public report was so long in the making, the reporter then shifted the 

tone of his claims-making to one that was more supportive of the FLA’s efforts.  Concluding his 

evaluative story, the reporter commented on the negative impact that counter-claims and 

secondary claims-making against transparent companies may have on corporations that are 

addressing labor concerns, stating that 

“Airing dirty linen is always painful.  If critics respond solely by focusing on all the 

problems the companies have voluntarily exposed, the Disneys and Wal-Marts of the 

world are sure to keep their own labor conditions under wraps.  The better approach: to 

praise the FLA’s openness while insisting that more be done—and holding other 

companies to the same standard.”   

Claims-Making with the FLA’s Accreditation of Reebok’s Footwear Compliance Program 
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 The FLA’s accreditation of Reebok-s footwear compliance program received relatively 

limited media coverage, all of which was traced back to an initial story filed by the Associated 

Press.  The subsequent reports were brief statements targeted at the business community.   

As with the first public report, the bulk of media coverage simply conveyed basic 

information about the FLA and how the accreditation process works (see Table 3).  In the limited 

evaluative claims-making that was included in the stories and briefs, reporters incorporated 

claims by FLA-affiliated primary claims-makers that viewed Reebok, and concomitantly the 

FLA, as generally successful in its work.  In the most comprehensive story, a Reebok corporate 

executive claimed that, 

 “This is an important milestone in our ongoing efforts to improve working conditions 

around the world.”   

Likewise, secondary claims-making by the media also took a favorable approach to the FLA and 

its work.  Perhaps not wanting to favor one footwear manufacturer over another, one writer 

claimed that Nike, one of Reebok’s primary competitors,  

 “. . . is working to take a leadership role in labor reform.” 

No counter-claims were made in any of the media coverage of the Reebok accreditation.      

--------- 

Insert Table 3 about here 

--------- 

Claims-Making with the Second Public Report 

As compared with the first public report, there was less media coverage, and as a result 

less claims-making, with the FLA’s release of its second public report (see Table 4).  Much like 

the first report, substantial portions of the media coverage relayed basic information about the 
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FLA; however, this information did not dominate the coverage as it had with the first public 

report.  Coverage of the second public report tended to have a larger proportion of secondary 

claims-making compared with the first.    

--------- 

Insert Table 4 about here 

--------- 

 Details of violations and the extent of such problems.  Violations of the FLA’s code of 

conduct continued to have a place in the stories covering the second public report.  Again, details 

of problems were taken directly from the FLA’s tracking charts of factory monitoring.  However, 

only one story used these details as an attention-grabbing introduction and that was found in a 

story filed by Bloomberg, asserting that,  

 “Nike, Inc., Nordstrom, Inc., and 8 other companies have contracts with factories in 

countries such as China and Guatemala that are not following minimal standards for 

health, safety, pay and other labor rights . . . . At a plant making Nike products in China, 

workers faced mandatory pregnancy testing and verbal abuse . . .” 

As compared with the first public report, the second report relied less on rehashing “old” 

news that had first brought public attention to labor problems in the apparel and footwear 

industry.  Instead reporters brought in assessments by primary claims-makers that the problems 

that persisted at the participating companies’ factories were in fact widespread throughout the 

industry.  For example, a Nike spokesperson was quoted as saying that, 

 “. . . many problems still exist in Nike factories.” 

And, an FLA spokesperson stressed that, 
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 “I’ve never been in a factory where I haven’t found something wrong.  That’s the nature 

of factory production.” 

FLA activities and assessments of its efforts.  While reporters’ tendency to report factory 

violations continued in the second year, such stories were offset by equal coverage of the FLA’s 

positive impact.  Stories also often detailed how brand name corporations partnered with factory 

management to improve the situation of workers. For example, quoting a Reebok executive, a 

reporter for Footwear News conveyed that, 

 “Part of Reebok’s efforts also includes getting workers more involved in compliance 

issues . . . . We’ve also experimented with giving workers the opportunity to hold 

democratic elections on worker committees so that they can decide what issues they 

would like to bring to the attention of management for change.” 

In other positive evaluations of the FLA’s efforts, a writer for the Financial Times claimed that, 

 “After covering only six companies in 2003, the greater amount of material available in 

the 2004 report reflects the growing momentum of the FLA’s monitoring efforts in some 

of the world’s most globalized industries.” 

As compared with coverage of the first report, stories incorporated few counter-claims bringing 

question to the success of the efforts.   

  Brand accountability and responsibility.  In relation to the first public report, reporters 

covering the second report made more secondary claims about the extent that participating 

companies were acting accountable or responsible, and incorporated a higher proportion of 

primary claims along the same line.  For example, in the Bloomberg story that had detailed the 

labor violations of FLA participating companies, the reporter admitted that FLA companies 

desired to take responsibility for their production, claiming that, 
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 “Representatives for some of the 10 companies participating in the voluntary review of 

labor practices didn’t contest the findings, and said that submitting to worker inspections 

underscores their desire to improve the labor conditions.” 

 Increasing attention to monitoring processes.  While the media did not submit 

secondary claims on the topic of monitoring processes, they did provide the FLA increased space 

to discuss these activities in the second year.  For example, the Daily Labor Report conveyed the 

claims of an FLA spokesperson that the, 

“FLA’s second annual report draws upon more rigorous and comprehensive monitoring 

and verification, more independent monitoring. . . .” 

However the increased attention to monitoring processes drew in some counter-claims as well.  

For example, an executive of a participating company highlighted the shortcomings of 

monitoring, stating 

“[monitoring] isn’t the game changer that we thought it would be 10 years ago.  That’s 

something that we’ve learned.” 

We turn next to the second part of our study that examined the participating companies’ financial 

performance during the relevant time periods where social performance information was made 

available to the public. 

Part 2—Financial Performance of FLA Participating Companies 

Conceptual Framework for Part 2  

There is a rich and diverse literature examining the relationship between corporate social 

performance and firm performance. There are three basic views of this relationship. First, there is 

the belief that firms must choose between being socially responsible and achieving acceptable 

levels of performance. That is, firms choosing to be socially responsible will be at an economic 
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disadvantage because their choice, for example, to pay workers a fair wage will increase their 

costs above those of other firms competing in their industry (Aupperle, Carroll, & Hatfield, 

1985). The second view is that firms actually benefit from being socially responsible because 

their practices attract a higher quality of workers thereby causing the firm to be more effective in 

its quest for market dominance (Parket & Eibert, 1975). The third view is that socially 

responsible activities of the firm are offset by a reduction in other costs, such as the costs of 

capital and the investments necessary to maintain a positive brand image (Cornell & Shapiro, 

1987).   

Empirical research has raised the question of social performance/firm performance 

causality (McGuire, Sundgren & Schneeweis, 1988). That is, does prior financial performance 

allow the firm to invest in socially responsible activities or vice versa?  It remains unclear 

whether socially responsible firm behavior results in enhanced financial performance. In such 

cases, the separation of accounting-based measures and market-based measures has led to the 

assessment of risk as one measure of the impact of social responsibility on the performance of 

the firm. The concept of risk and reward in the context of social responsibility reflects modern 

stakeholder theory of the firm in which the value of the firm is a combination of explicit and 

implicit claims by diverse groups that include stockholders, bondholders, labor providers, 

material suppliers, customers, and the communities in which the firms choose to reside 

(Moskowitz, 1975).  In her recent book focusing on this issue, Lynn Sharp Paine (2003) argues 

that although no study has effectively measured “corporate ethical competency” and shown its 

direct impact on financial performance, the recent corporate thinking on the issue has shifted 

from the notion that ethical behavior “costs” to the belief that ethical behavior “pays”. 
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A recent survey of chief executive officers reported that more than 80 percent of CEOs 

indicated that good corporate citizenship helps financial performance.  However, to maximize 

the performance benefits, companies must present evidence of their commitment and actions that 

signal more than financial motives (Fittipaldi, 2004).  In a related commentary, Johnson (2003) 

suggests that firms that simply comply with legal mandates do not experience fiscal benefits. 

Firms that choose to report their compliance efforts must do so in a way that links socially 

responsible behavior with the strategic orientation of the firm.   

Dando and Swift (2003) suggest that low levels of confidence in the validity and 

motivation for corporate disclosures of socially responsible actions potentially undermine the 

financial benefits.   They consider that the credibility gap can be narrowed through the use of 

third party assurances. These arguments seem to be supported by Sanford (2004), who reports on 

the case of Gildan Activewear, Inc., which was a very popular Canadian company when it went 

public in 1998. A leader in offshore sourcing, the company became the subject of an 

international campaign by Canadian labor and union groups for union-busting activities in its 

factories in Central America.  According to Sanford, the company’s refusal to redress the issue 

negatively impacted the company’s market standing.  Interestingly, the failure of the company to 

receive the assurances of a third party, in this case the FLA, also undermined the company’s 

stock value. 

Researchers have continued to examine the link between a company’s social and 

financial performance. In a broad-based study examining 95 studies published between 1972 and 

2000 that sought to assess the link between social performance and financial outcomes, Margolis 

and Walsh (2001, 2003) concluded that there was a slight majority of firms (53 percent) that 

reported a positive link between social performance and financial outcomes.  This still does not 
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prove a causal connection, since firms that achieved superior financial performance also seemed 

to have more funds available to invest in socially-responsible behavior with 68 percent reporting 

that they did so. 

Using market performance as a measure, a study conducted by Governance Metrics 

International (GMI), an organization that rates firms on their governance, labor, and 

environmental policies, found that those companies rated highest by GMI significantly 

outperformed the market while low-rated firms trailed the market (Gunther, 2003). Moreover, a 

survey of 600 investors indicated that 71 percent believed socially-responsible companies 

present less of an investment risk (Stock, 2003).  

Method and Results for Part 2 

We were interested in assessing whether companies participating in the FLA’s public 

reporting of social accountability experienced enhanced financial and market performance.  

Therefore, we analyzed the performance of the specific firms that were part of the FLA public 

reporting process in 2003 and 2004.  Prior research has suggested that examining the impact of 

social responsibility on firm performance is best understood in the context of the industry in 

which firms compete (Carroll, 1979); thus we used firms in the apparel, footwear, and retail 

industries to provide this context.  We tracked changes in the participating companies’ financial 

performance during the relevant time period as well as a set of firms in the same industries not 

subject to FLA reporting.   

Initial Analysis. Financial data were collected from publicly available sources 

(Compustat and company annual reports) on a variety of financial indicators for quarterly 

periods during 2002, 2003 and the first three quarters of 2004 (e.g., profit margins; return on 

investment; return on equity; Tobin’s Q, which compares book value to market value; and Beta, 
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which measures volatility of stock prices relative to the general market). Means and standard 

deviations for these variables are reported in Table 5.  

--------- 

Insert Table 5 about here 

--------- 

Due to the small sample size for both the FLA-reported group of firms for which public 

data were available (n=5) and non-reported firms (n=13), the differences between the means for 

the performance variables were not significantly different. However, there was evidence that 

market-based measures of performance (Tobin’s Q and Beta) showed a positive trend for the 

FLA-reported firms compared to the non-reported firms. This exploratory evidence suggests that 

firms that the FLA monitors and reports on may be viewed as having higher levels of resource 

efficiency and less risk relative to other firms in the industry.  The results led us to further 

investigation. 

 Industry reaction to FLA reporting.  We used the market’s reaction to determine 

whether the FLA’s public reporting had a negative effect on the industries associated with the 

companies named in the media coverage following the reports.  This allowed us to determine 

how shareholders interpreted the events’ impact on the apparel and footwear industries. We used 

Research Insight (Compustat) and the GICS Industry Code to identify 100 companies ‘matching’ 

those mentioned directly in the media.  The companies were cross-checked with the Center for 

Research in Security Prices (CRSP) database to obtain information on daily stock-trading 

information surrounding the time periods of interest.  We only included in the final sample those 

firms (n= 87) that had stock return data available on the CRSP data base for the period that began 

50 days prior to the first FLA report and ended 50 days after the second FLA report. 
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 To gauge the market response to the issuance and media coverage of the FLA’s first 

report, we used methodology similar to that of Schipper and Thompson (1983)11 to estimate the 

following model: 

 
                   Ri,t = αi + βiRm,t + γ1,iA1 +  γ2,iA2 + γ3,iA3 +  γ4,iCA ;                                       (1) 

Where Ri,t is the return on day t for firm i, Rm,t is the return on the CRSP value-weighted market 

index, A1 is a dummy variable that equals one on the date of the announcement of the first FLA 

report, A2 is a dummy variable that equals one on the date of the announcement of the FLA’s 

accreditation of Reebok, A3 is dummy variable that equals one on the date of the announcement 

of the second FLA report, and CA is a dummy variable that equals one in the 10-days following 

each announcement.      

In the estimation of equation (1), returns were found for all of the matching companies 

identified in a window beginning 50 days before and after the FLA’s first report and ending 50 

days after the second report, a total of 406 days.  Equation (1) was estimated using the panel data 

estimation method reported by Fuller and Battese (1974).12   

Table 6 contains the results of our estimation of equation (1).  The parameter estimates 

for the dummy variables can be interpreted as the abnormal return observed in the industry for 

the time period accounted for by the dummy variable.  

--------- 

                                                 
11 Traditional event study methodology may lead to biased results when examining accounting or regulatory changes 
that occur on the same day for all companies.  To correct for potential biases, Schipper and Thompson recommend 
using a multivariate regression procedure to determine the abnormal returns associated with an accounting or 
regulatory change.   
12 The Fuller and Battese method provides an adjustment to the standard error for both return autocorrelation and 
cross-correlation amongst the returns of the different firms.  This estimation methodology is similar to the maximum 
likelihood estimation performed by Schipper and Thompson (1983).  Sundaram, Rangan, and Davidson (1992) note 
that the seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) estimation procedure that is typically used in regulatory event studies 
reduces to equation by equation ordinary least squares estimation when the dependent variables are identical.  As 
this is the case in our regression model, both the SUR and Fuller and Battese methods will yield the same parameter 
estimates but differ in their treatment of the standard errors. 
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Insert Table 6 about here 

--------- 

As can be seen, the actual announcements of the first and second FLA reports did not 

yield any significant immediate market response in the apparel industry.  However, when the 

FLA announced the Reebok accreditation, stock prices declined approximately 1.4 percent, after 

controlling for systematic market movements.  Thus, the market may have responded negatively 

to the announcement.  This could imply that the market viewed Reebok’s accreditation as a 

significant event and “punished” those firms in the industry that were not accredited.   

Analyses such as this one are strongest when using aggregate data.  While there was no 

significant response when data concerning only the first two public reports was examined, when 

the 10-day response to the three events was aggregated, the average drop in the abnormal returns 

for the industry was approximately 0.24 percent and significant.  The 10-day window was 

relevant because of the time span of media coverage associated with the reports.  Considered as a 

whole, the significant, negative reaction suggested that the FLA’s announcements were viewed 

as material events by the financial marketplace.  According to these findings, there is some 

indication that the FLA disclosure of social performance and the associated media coverage has a 

negative short-term (10-day) impact on firm value within the industry.   

Based on these findings, it may be possible to conclude that FLA disclosure of social 

performance and associated media coverage does affect firm and industry value in some ways.  

Nonetheless, it is worth considering that other events around the time of FLA announcements 

may also impact the brands and the industry.  For example, in the case of Reebok footwear’s 

accreditation, the ‘No Sweat’ sneaker made its debut the same week that Reebok’s accreditation 

was announced.  The anti-sweatshop, anti-corporation sneaker targeted companies like Reebok 
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and Nike and marketed itself as the anti-brand sneaker.  The debut received considerable 

coverage across the country, and could feasibly have had some impact on the performance of 

stocks for sports footwear producers.     

Changes in firm risk within the industry. To further examine the impact of the FLA’s 

announcements, we examined changes in firm risk within the apparel industry that occurred as a 

result of the announcements.13  We used a methodology similar to that of Crain, Cudd and 

Brown (2000) to determine the impact that the FLA announcements had on the systematic and 

unsystematic components of risk for firms in the apparel industry.  If the FLA announcements 

contain information that the market would view as useful in valuing firms within the apparel 

industry, it may be expected that unsystematic risk would decrease after the FLA’s 

announcements. 

We examined systematic and unsystematic risk changes in a 200-day window before and 

after the first FLA announcement (n=92) and the Reebok accreditation (n=94).  The pre-

announcement window began 210 days before the announcement and ended 10 days before the 

announcement; the post-announcement window began 10 days after the announcement and 

ended 210 days after the announcement.  We used the market model to estimate beta (systematic 

risk) and the market model residual (unsystematic risk).  We examined only the first two FLA 

announcements as we did not have stock return data available on CRSP after year-end 2004.  

Again, we examined all of the matching firms identified that had available return data.   

For the first FLA announcement, an increase in the systematic component of risk and a 

decrease in the unsystematic component of risk for the apparel industry occurred (see Panel A in 

                                                 
13 Crain, Cudd, and Brown (2000) examined the unsystematic risk of overall REIT (real estate investment trust) risk 
after the passage of Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993.  The change in the tax law made it more plausible for 
institutional investors (e.g., pension funds) to invest in REITs.  The results of their study suggested that unsystematic 
risk was a less significant element of equity REIT risk and played a lesser role in the pricing of equity REITs with 
the entry and/or anticipated entry of well-diversified institutional investors into the equity REIT market.   
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Table 7).  This supports our assertion that the FLA announcement contains information that is 

useful to market participants in determining firm valuation.  The Reebok accreditation did not 

yield any significant changes in risk for the apparel industry (see Panel B, Table 7).  One 

explanation is that the uncertainty in valuation had already been eliminated with the first 

announcement, thus there was no risk change associated with the later Reebok accreditation.  

Another explanation is that the coverage of the Reebok announcement was too limited to have a 

noticeable impact.   

--------- 

Insert Table 7 about here 

--------- 

Firm-level impact.  In addition to the industry wide market response to the first FLA 

report, we examined the market response for the specific firms named in the media coverage 

associated with the FLA’s three reports.  We assumed that the three dates of these reports (June 4, 

2003, April 29, 2004, and August 19, 2004) were separate “events” that may have impacted the 

companies directly mentioned in news reports.  The companies that were mentioned for which 

stock return data was available on the CRSP data base were Liz Claiborne, Nike, Phillips-Van 

Heusen, Reebok, and Nordstrom. 

We used standard market model event study methods to calculate excess returns around 

the offer date of the seasoned equity issue.14  The excess return (ARit) for fund i on event day t is 

a prediction error defined as 

ARit = Rit - (αi +βiRmt)      (2) 

                                                 
14 See Brown and Warner (1985) for a thorough discussion of standard event study methodologies. 
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where Rit is the return for fund i on day t, αi and βi are OLS estimates of market model 

parameters, and Rmt is the return on a value-weighted market index using returns from the NYSE, 

AMEX, and NASDAQ.  We estimated market model parameters over a 200-day pre-event 

period.   

We calculated an average abnormal return across all firms in the sample (ARt).  The 

average abnormal return is 

ARt  = Σ(ARit)/n       (2) 

Where n is equal to the number of events in the sample.  Given the fact that there were several 

news reports coming out around the time of the announcement, we accumulated abnormal 

returns in the 10-days after the announcement.  This allowed us to capture the entire market 

effect of the various news stories that were issued around the time of the FLA’s announcements.  

We use a standard event study t-test to determine whether the abnormal return was significantly 

different from zero. 

Table 8 contains the 10-day cumulative abnormal return surrounding the FLA 

announcements for each firm individually and the average across the firms.  As can be seen, 

there was quite a bit of dispersion in the responses to the FLA announcements for each of the 

mentioned firms and findings were generally inconclusive.  Interestingly, Reebok’s share price 

dropped around 5 percent, after controlling for systematic risk, in the 10-days following its 

accreditation by the FLA.  Additionally, the average announcement effect was negative and 

significant, which would suggest that FLA-reported firms may have been negatively impacted by 

the FLA’s reporting. However, given the relatively small number of companies in the analysis, it 

is only suggestive of the impact of the FLA’s announcements and the findings must be viewed 

with caution.  These analyses are strongest when using large amounts of aggregate data.  Only as 
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more data become available from more participating firms, will we be able to determine whether 

this trend is representative of social performance reporting.       

--------- 

Insert Table 8 about here 

--------- 

General Observations and Discussion from the Two-Part Study 

Our study sought to understand how the media portrayed the disclosure of social 

performance data for companies participating in the FLA and to investigate any apparent impacts 

this coverage had on financial performance.  On the whole, media coverage across the three 

events was generally favorable.  Much of the reporting seemed formulaic, with extensive cutting 

and pasting of the claims made by the FLA in its press releases and reports.  Basic information 

about the FLA dominated the content of the media coverage following all three events. This 

would likely provide readers with a general awareness that the industry was doing something to 

address its labor problems.   

Besides explaining who the FLA was, to some extent coverage of the first report 

acknowledged the big step in public accountability the FLA’s participating firms were taking and 

positively assessed the work of the FLA.  There was no significant change in abnormal rate of 

return solely as a result of the first announcement.  However, increases in systematic risk and 

decreases in unsystematic risk for industry-wide valuation of firms after the first report suggest 

that the market found useful the information provided in the FLA’s report and the subsequent 

media coverage.  Ultimately, with this information, investors may have felt better prepared to 

evaluate the risk of investment in the industry.  Yet, media coverage from the first report also 

included claims-making by other experts, notably labor activists, who raised questions about 
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whether the work of the FLA went far enough.  As a result, some readers may have been 

uncertain about how to assess the particular companies named in the report. This may in part 

explain why three of the four firms mentioned in the media coverage with tracked market 

activity had a downturn in abnormal rates of return in the 10 days following the release of the 

first report.   

 With regard to media coverage of the FLA’s accreditation of Reebok’s footwear 

compliance program, stories were considerably shorter and less colorful than those covering the 

first public report.  Coverage in large part amounted to short business briefs based on an AP wire.  

The industry-wide decline of approximately 1.4 percent following the announcement of the 

footwear company’s accreditation may indicate that other companies were being punished for 

not achieving such a status.  This theory does not correspond with the finding that Reebok’s in 

abnormal rate of return dropped by about 5 percent.  In the event that the industry would be 

punished, one would imagine the company would be rewarded.  However, this type of analysis 

typically looks at aggregate data across companies and little statistical significance can be 

attached to the performance of individual firms.   

The fact that the media coverage was not associated with changes in the unsystematic risk 

beyond that seen following the first public report could reflect the staying power of the first 

report’s effect on industry risk.  It also suggests that the very short business briefs about Reebok 

footwear’s accreditation did not have a significant influence on industry investors, or that it was 

overshadowed or balanced by other news in the industry.  In light of the inconclusive findings 

regarding coverage of Reebok footwear’s accreditation, we suggest further observation of the 

impact of news coverage of other brands accredited by the FLA in the future.   
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Coverage of the second report included more complex stories about the FLA and 

acknowledgements of corporate accountability and the FLA’s successes. Reporters covering the 

second report exhibited a greater understanding of the activities that corporations are carrying 

out in the factories. Interestingly, however, the year two report garnered far less media attention 

than the first one.  Decreased media attention may suggest that many reporters may have  a bias 

towards reporting the “shocking” and “scandalous” news associated with major brands, and may 

be less interested in covering the “clean-up” and “do-good” work that is on-going.  Like with the 

first report, no change was seen in abnormal rate of return for the industry in the 10-day period 

following this particular announcement.  Yet, contrasting to the results of the first report, stocks 

of three of four individual companies named in the second report had increases in abnormal rates 

of return for the ten day period following the report.  Perhaps the public was comforted by the 

stories of factory-level cooperation and improved conditions relayed by the press in the second 

year of coverage. 

Improvements over time may also indicate the longer term benefits of involvement in the 

FLA.  This theory would correspond with findings that market-based measures of performance 

(Tobin’s Q and Beta) showed a positive trend for the FLA-reported firms compared to the non-

reported firms (Table 5).  As more companies become involved in the FLA, a study that 

measures both short-term and long-term performance of companies involved in the FLA could 

inform this discussion.  It is possible that reports of particular violations scare investors in the 

short-term, but company credibility and value increase with continued involvement in 

compliance-related activities and a history of transparent reporting.  This proposition merits 

further testing.   
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With regard to any of these findings, it is important to appreciate that causal links are not 

conclusive, in part because none of these events received major news coverage in the mainstream 

or business press.   While the 18 plus articles covering the first public report were notable in that 

they appeared in several major media outlets, the total coverage of all three events was relatively 

limited in number and scope.  This begs the question: how much media coverage is necessary to 

sway investors and the market?  In this sense, it is advisable to continue to monitor other media 

coverage of FLA reporting events, ideally ones that receive more media coverage, to measure 

their impact on financial performance.   

Further research on this topic can also help address the questions that this study raised 

regarding the impact of other news stories that take place at the same time as FLA events, which 

may have supported or counteracted the impact of the news stories studied here.  It would also be 

interesting to analyze whether the media’s frequent mention of a particular company, or 

association of a company with a particular violation or remediation effort cited in the report, 

would explain whether a particular company had positive or negative performance following the 

release of the reports.    

Overall, our assessment of the media coverage of all three events was positive.  Yet we 

wonder whether opportunities have been lost to engage the public in efforts to improve 

worldwide working conditions.  Firstly, as mentioned above, the coverage of these events was 

relatively limited.  Therefore the choice of reporters not to cover this positive news story, 

perhaps due in part to a general negative predisposition toward or distrust of large multinational 

corporations reported to “do the right thing,” is worth noting.  Little coverage of the first report 

and virtually none for the second report explained to the public how they might use the newly 

disclosed information in their purchasing decisions.  The underlying purpose of the public 
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reports, i.e., to provide consumers and shareholders with tools to make responsible buying 

decisions or how such decisions could help improve workplaces, was not included in stories.  

Instead, much of the coverage seems to be directed toward answering charges made by the 

activist community or to rehashing the kinds of violations that are taking place in the factories 

where name- brands produce.  In this sense, the media may, as suggested by Paff-Ogle et al. 

(2003), be short-changing the opportunity for real change that could occur with more thoughtful 

coverage emphasizing explanations and solutions for labor problems.   
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Table 1. Frequency of Themes Represented in Media Coverage of the First Public Report 
by Primary and Secondary Claims-Makers 
 

 
Claim 

Primary 
Claims-
makers 

f 
(f 

Counter 
Claims) 

% of 
Total 

Primary 
Claims 
(n=347) 

(% 
Counter 
Claims) 

Secondary 
Claims-
makers 

f 
(f Counter 
Claims) 

% of 
Total 

Secondary 
Claims 
(n=86) 

(% 
Counter 
Claims) 

% of 
Total 

Claims 
(n=433) 

(% 
counter 
claims) 

Basic news about the FLA 70 20.2 12 14.0 18.9 

Details of violations 42 12.1 0 0 9.7 

The activity of public 
reporting/concept of transparency 

35 

(9) 

10.1 

(2.9) 

16 18.6 

(4.7) 

11.8 

(3.0) 

General assessment of the FLA and 
its approach 

34 9.8 

(1.4) 

16 

(8) 

18.6 

(9.3) 

11.5 

(3.0) 

Partnering with the factory and/or 
local NGOS 

16 

(1) 

4.6 

(~0) 

3 3.5 4.4 

(~0) 

Brand accountability/ responsibility 12 3.5 

 

4 

(1) 

4.7 

(1.7) 

3.7 

(~0) 

Extent of problem 11 3.2 3 3.5 3.9 

(~0) 

Public or consumer pressure 10 

(1) 

2.9 

(~0) 

7 

(2) 

8.1 

(2.3) 

3.2 

Factory monitoring 10 

(2) 

2.9 

(~0) 

4 

(2) 

4.7 

(2.3) 

3.2 

(~0) 

Extent of participation in the FLA 7 

(4) 

2.0 

(0.02) 

4 

(2) 

4.7 

(2.3) 

2.5 

(1.4) 

Whole company approach 7 2.0 0 0 1.6 

Global context for production and 
trade 

5 1.4 4 4.7 2.1 

Not wanting to take responsibility 1 

(1) 

~0 

(~0) 

3 

(2) 

3.5 

(2.3) 

~0 

(~0) 

Anti-brand, Anti-corporation 0 0 2 2.3 ~0 
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(2) (2.3) (~0) 

Partnering with other FLA brands 1 

(1) 

~0 

(~0) 

0 0 ~0 

(~0) 

Rehashing dirt 0 0 9 10.5 2.1 

Danger of secondary claims-making 0 0 1 1.2 ~0 

 
Table 2.  Frequency of Themes of Claims by Type of Primary Claims-Makers 
 

 
Claim 

FLA or FLA 
Participating 

Company  
(% of Total 

Primary 
Claims) 

Non-FLA 
Company 

(% of Total 
Primary 
Claims) 

Activist / 
Labor 
Union 
Leader 
(% of 
Total 

Primary 
Claims) 

Monitor / 
Other 

Directly 
Involved in 

FLA 
Process 

(% of Total 
Primary 
Claims) 

Other  
(% of 
Total 

Primary 
Claims) 

Basic news about the FLA 90 0 0 0 0 

Details of violations 60 0 0 0 0 

General assessment of the FLA 
and its approach 

41 0 7 1 2 

Partnering with the factory 
and/or local NGOS 

31 0 1 0 0 

The activity of public 
reporting/concept of 
transparency 

29 0 5 5 0 

Brand accountability/ 
responsibility 

21 0 0 0 0 

Factory monitoring 20 0 0 2 0 

Extent of problem 17 0 0 0 1 

Whole company approach 13 0 0 0 0 

Extent of participation in the 
FLA 

11 0 0 0 0 

Public or consumer pressure 9 1 0 0 0 

Geographic/regional patterns 4 0 0 0 0 

Partnering with other FLA 
brands 

4 0 0 0 0 

Justification/rationalization of 3 0 0 0 0 
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perceived violation 

Establishment of global 
standards 

3 0 0 0 0 

Global context for production 
and trade 

2 0 1 0 4 

Not wanting to take 
responsibility 

2 0 1 0 0 

Rehashing dirt 2 0 0 0 0 

Danger of secondary claims-
making 

1 0 0 0 0 

Anti-brand, Anti-corporation 0 0 0 0 3 

 
Table 3. Frequency of Themes Represented in Media Coverage of the Reebok 
Accreditation by Primary and Secondary Claims-Makers 
 

 
Claim 

Primary 
Claims-
makers 

f 

% of 
Total 

Primary 
Claims 
(n=28) 

Secondary 
Claims-
makers 

f 

% of 
Total 

Secondary 
Claims 
(n=4) 

% of 
Total 

Claims 
(n=32) 

(% 
counter 
claims) 

Basic news about the FLA 13 46.4 1 25.0 43.8 

General assessment of FLA and its 
approach 

7 25.0 0 0 21.9 

Brand accountability/ responsibility 2 7.1 1 25.0 9.4 

Details of violations 2 7.1 0 0 6.3 

Partnering with the factory and/or 
local NGOS 

1 3.6 0 0 3.1 

The activity of public 
reporting/concept of transparency 

1 3.6 0 0 3.1 

Establishment of global standards 1 3.6 0 0 3.1 

Factory monitoring 1 3.6 0 0 3.1 

Geographic or regional patterns 1 3.6 0 0 3.1 

Global context for production and 
trade 

0 0 1 25.0 3.1 

Extent of participation in the FLA 0 0 1 25.0 3.1 
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Table 4. Frequency of Themes Represented in Media Coverage of the Second Public 
Report by Primary and Secondary Claims-Makers 
 

 
Claim 

Primary 
Claims-
makers 

f 

% of 
Total 

Primary 
Claims 
(n=131)

Secondary 
Claims-
makers 

f 

% of 
Total 

Secondary 
Claims 
(n=28) 

% of 
Total 

Claims 
(n=159 

(% 
counter 
claims) 

Basic news about the FLA 20 15.3 2 7.1 13.8 

Details of violations 19 6.9 0 0 12.0 

Partnering with the factory and/or 
local NGOS 

16 

(1) 

12.2 

(~0) 

4 14.3 12.6 

(~0) 

General assessment of the FLA and 
its approach 

16 12.2 4 

(1) 

14.3 

(3.6) 

12.6 

(~0) 

Factory monitoring 12 

(4) 

9.2 

(3.1) 

0 0 7.5 

(2.5) 

Brand accountability/ responsibility 9 6.9 4 

(1) 

14.3 

(3.6) 

8.2 

(~0) 

Extent of problem 7 5.3 3 10.7 6.3 

Whole company approach 6 4.6 2 7.1 5.0 

Extent of participation in the FLA 4 3.1 1 

(1) 

3.6 3.1 

(~0) 

Geographic/regional patterns 4 3.1 0 0 2.5 

Partnering with other FLA brands 3 2.3 0 0 1.9 

Anti-brand, Anti-corporation 3 2.3 2 7.1 3.1 

The activity of public 
reporting/concept of transparency 

3 

(1) 

2.3 2 

(1) 

7.1 

(3.6) 

3.1 

(1.3) 

Justification/rationalization of 
perceived violation 

3 2.3 0 0 1.9 

Sustainable compliance 3 2.3 0 0 1.9 

Rehashing dirt 2 1.5 3 10.7 3.1 

Global context for production and 
trade 

2 1.5 1 3.6 2.5 

Establishment of global standards 2 1.5 0 0 1.3 
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Not wanting to take responsibility 1 ~0 1 3.6 1.3 

Danger of secondary claims-making 1 ~0 0 0 ~0 

Public or consumer pressure 0 ~0 1 
(1) 

3.6 

(3.6) 

~0 

(~0) 

 
Table 5.  Comparisons of Financial Performance between FLA Reported Firms and Non-
Reported Competitors in the Apparel Industry 
 
Performance Variables Means and Standard 

Deviations for FLA 
Reported Firms (n = 5) 

Means and Standard 
Deviations for FLA Non-
Reported Firms (n = 13) 

Net Profit Margint-1 3.50 (1.89) 3.52 (2.86)  
Net Profit Margint 4.55 (2.71) 5.23 (3.63) 
Net Profit Margint+1 5.07 (2.67) 4.51 (3.90) 
Net Profit Margin 3yr average 4.49 (2.45) 4.75 (3.14) 
Return on Investmentt-1 10.08 (5.25) 9.89 (7.72) 
Return on Investmentt 10.07 (6.77) 11.00 (9.24) 
Return on Investmentt+1 10.08 (5.71) 10.45 (7.73) 
Return on Investment 3yr aver. 10.07 (5.77) 10.40 (7.70) 
Return on Equityt-1 14.02 (4.66) 13.23 (8.07) 
Return on Equityt 13.16 (8.59) 13.93 (9.63) 
Return on Equityt+1 13.59 (5.88) 13.58 (7.45) 
Return on Equity 3yr average 13.58 (5.83) 13.52 (7.40) 
Tobin’s Qt-1 2.31 (.75) 2.09 (1.02) 
Tobin’s Qt 2.62 (.94) 2.28 (1.26) 
Tobin’s Qt+1 2.81 (.89) 2.41 (1.17) 
Tobin’s Q 3yr average 2.55 (.79) 2.23 (1.11) 
Betat-1 .93 (.31) 1.06 (.50) 
Betat .87 (.37) 1.09 (.48) 
Betat+1 .89 (.47) 1.12 (.46) 
Beta 3yr average .90 (.37) 1.08 (.48) 
 
Note:  1) means are reported with standard deviations in parentheses. 
 2) t-1 = 2002, t = 2003 (first FLA reporting year), t+1 = 2004 (FLA second report year) 
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Table 6.  Industry Event Analysis Results 
 
The following table contains the results from the estimation of multivariate regression models to 
determine the impact that the announcements from the Fair Labor Association has on firms in the 
apparel industry.  We follow the estimation procedure of Schipper and Thompson (1983) and 
estimate the following model:  Ri,t = αi + βiRm,t + γ1,iA1 +  γ2,iA2 + γ3,iA3 +  γ4,iCA ; where Ri,t is 
the return on day t for firm i, Rm,t is the return on the CRSP value-weighted market index, A1 is a 
dummy variable that equals one on the date of the announcement of the first Fair Labor 
Association report, A2 is a dummy variable that equals one on the date of the announcement of 
the Fair Labor Association’s accreditation of Reebok, A3 is dummy variable that equals one on 
the date of the announcement of the second Fair Labor Association report, and CA is a dummy 
variable that equals one in the 10-days following each announcement.  Returns are found for all 
publicly traded firms in the apparel industry in a window beginning 50 days before the first Fair 
Labor Association report and ending 50 days after the second Fair Labor Association report, 
before, and after the announcement of the change in recording funds from operations.  
Estimation is done using the time-series cross-sectional procedure developed by Fuller and 
Battese (1974).   
 
 
Variable Parameter Estimate t-statistic using Fuller and Battese estimation 
Intercept 0.0012 4.25* 
Rm,t 0.7557 23.36* 
A1 0.0069 1.29 
A2 -0.0145 -2.74* 
A3 -0.0048 -0.91 
CA -0.0025 -2.401* 
 
* indicates significance at the 10% level.
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Table 7.  Examination of Changes in Risk 
 

The following table examines changes in systematic and unsystematic risk around the first Fair 
Labor Association report and the Fair Labor Association’s accreditation of Reebok for the 
apparel industry.  Systematic risk is defined as the beta of the sample firms relative to the CRSP 
value-weighted market index.  Unsystematic risk is defined as the residuals from the estimation 
of the systematic risk model.  Betas and residual errors are estimated using the market model for 
all publicly traded firms in the apparel industry in the 200-day window starting 10 days before 
each announcement and in the 200-day window starting 10 days after each announcement.  
Differences are tested using a standard paired difference t-statistic.  Panel A contains results for 
the first Fair Labor Association report and Panel B contains results for the Fair Labor 
Association’s accreditation of Reebok.  For the first Fair Labor Association report 92 firms were 
available and for the Reebok accreditation 94 firms were available.   
 
 
Panel A:  Risk Changes Around the first Fair Labor Association report 
 
Variable Pre-

Announcement 
Post-

Announcement 
Difference 

(post – 
pre) 

Average Beta, Value-Weighted Market 
Index 

0.5986 0.7290 0.1304* 

Average Residual Error 0.0327 0.0282 -0.0045* 
 
Panel B:  Risk Changes Around the Reebok accreditation  
 
Variable Pre-

Announcement 
Post-

Announcement 
Difference 

(post – 
pre) 

Average Beta, Value-Weighted Market 
Index 

0.8248 0.7798 -0.0450 

Average Residual Error 0.0272 0.0280 0.0008 
 
* indicates significance at the 10% level. 
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Table 8.  Abnormal Stock Returns Associated with the Fair Labor Association 
Announcements 
 
The following table contains ten-day post-announcement abnormal and standardized abnormal 
stock returns for firms specifically mentioned in the three Fair Labor Association 
Announcements occurring on June 4, 2003, April 29, 2004, and August 19, 2004.  Abnormal 
returns are calculated using the market model.  The reported t-statistic is calculated using 
standard event study methodology.   
 
 
Ten-Day Post-Announcement Abnormal Returns  
 

Mentioned Firms Announcement Date Ten-Day Post 
Announcement 

Abnormal Return 
Liz Claiborne June 4, 2003 0.0044 
Nike June 4, 2003 -0.0186 
Phillips-Van Heusen June 4, 2003 -0.0410 
Reebok June 4, 2003 -0.0068 
Reebok April 29, 2004 -0.0532 
Liz Claiborne August 19, 2004 0.0168 
Nike August 19, 2004 0.0650 
Reebok August 19, 2004 0.0154 
Nordstrom August 19, 2004 -0.0946 

Mean -0.0125 
 t-statistic -2.701* 
  

 
* indicates significance at the 10% level.   
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